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Actuarial risk assessment tools have come to dominate the critical debate over reforming the nation’s pretrial
systems. The spread of risk assessments in recent years has been breathtaking. Over 60 jurisdictions, including

several states, now employ a risk assessment.1 Twenty-five percent of people in this country live in a jurisdiction that uses a pretrial risk
assessment.2 

The tools, particularly those that use algorithms to forecast pretrial outcomes, have risen to prominence for several interrelated reasons.
The first is an emerging and overwhelming consensus that too many arrestees are being held in jail prior to trial. One of every five of the
2.3 million people in U.S. jails and prisons is a person awaiting trial.3 These pretrial detainees account for 76 percent of those held by local
jails. There is increasing bipartisan agreement that states must reduce the fiscal strains imposed by such extensive pretrial detention.

Recognition of the scope of pretrial detention has been paired with an increased appreciation of its disastrous consequences for both the
arrestee and society. Arrestees jailed for 48 hours can lose their employment, housing, and custody of their children, the economic effects
of which ripple well beyond the arrestee’s family. Unsurprisingly, study after study has demonstrated that being jailed directly increases an
individual’s likelihood of being convicted, and, once convicted, her likelihood of a harsher sentence.4 

Another factor is the growing rejection of jailing based on wealth. Ninety percent of felony defendants could be released if they could afford
bail.5 Bail schedules, which proscribe an amount of bail based on the charged offense, are a major culprit in this widespread financial
detention. Nearly 70 percent of counties rely to some degree on bail schedules.6 Bail schedules offer efficiency in a pretrial system in which
judges often make release decisions in a matter of seconds. Proponents assert that bail schedules also prevent disparities resulting from
biased judges. But they are inherently unfair for lower-income people and those who disproportionately occupy this social stratum, such as
people of color and women.

In the movement to both lower pretrial jailing overall and limit the abuses of money bail in particular, risk assessments have emerged as the
favored reform. Described by such themes as “Moneyballing Criminal Justice,” or “replacing wealth with risk,” the general idea is that risk
assessments offer comparable gains in efficiency and uniformity as bail schedules, but with an objective tool that is more accurate and less
biased than judicial determinations of risk.

Increasingly, however, enthusiasm for risk assessments has been met by apprehension. Much of the controversy centers on the fact that
the tools, while perhaps capable of facilitating greater pretrial release, may increase pretrial detention or still encourage excessive detention.

Critics have also voiced concern over the threat that risk assessments perpetuate racial bias inherent in the criminal justice system. The
publication ProPublica recently declared that a popular tool was “biased against Blacks.” The article sparked a contentious debate
over ProPublica’s analysis and, more fundamentally, what it means for a statistical tool to be “race neutral.”

Since the ProPublica debate, there has been a wave of scholarly articles exploring the technical, legal, and moral implications of risk
assessment tools. The discussion suggests that the rapid spread of risk assessments has perhaps outpaced our understanding of both their
operation and proper place in pretrial systems. Yet it also offers an opportunity to address these outstanding issues.

Risk Assessment Basics
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Pretrial risk assessment tools are basically mathematical recipes to group people into “risk categories.” There are two types of tools:
actuarial algorithms — the primary focus of this article — and clinical interviews. Some of the better-known algorithmic instruments in use
are the widely-used Laura & John Arnold Foundation Public Safety Assessment (“PSA”), the Federal Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument
(“PTRA”), and private company Northpointe’s COMPAS.

Algorithmic risk assessment tools forecast outcomes based on historical data. Their objective is to find patterns in past data that correlate
with some definition of success.7 In the pretrial context, tools define “success” as when an arrestee does not fail to appear (“FTA”) for court
and/or is not re-arrested8 during the pretrial period.9 

The tools then assign a range of scores to individuals based on their risk profile. Those scores are then grouped into risk bins ordered from
“low” to “high.” For example, individuals with a score of 1-5 may be placed into a low-risk bin; those with a score of 6-10 may be placed
into a medium-risk bin; and those with a score of 11-15 may be placed into the high-risk bin. The designation of risk bins is somewhat
arbitrary. What qualifies as low or high depends on the thresholds set by tool designers, and merely denotes the risk a group presents
relative to other risk bins. To illustrate, somewhere between 8.6-11 percent10 of those flagged for “new violent criminal activity” (“NVCA”)
by the PSA were re-arrested for a violent charge within six months of their release. That means 89-91 percent of people flagged
were not arrested for a violent crime.

Relatedly, though often touted as capable of predicting an individual’s likelihood of pretrial success, the tools are actually incapable of
making individualized predictions. They instead study data from many individuals and then forecast aggregate group risk. A risk score
therefore indicates that a person shares traits with a group who succeeded or failed at a certain rate. But the score provides no information
about how a specific individual will behave if released.

Risk assessment tools assess several types of risk, and determining what specific risks a tool measures is critical to understanding its
operation. Some tools, like the Arnold PSA, separately predict the risk of FTA, risk of arrest, and risk of arrest for a violent crime (referred to
as the “violence flag”). However, many do not, and instead collapse these probabilities into one composite “risk” score, representing risk of
either an FTA or any arrest. Many other tools do not distinguish between arrest for a crime of violence and general arrest.

Regardless of whether the tools combine or disaggregate crime predictions, they almost uniformly provide the probability of a new arrest,
rather than the probability that the individual will actually engage in criminal activity. Since a host of factors influence whether police detect
offenses and make arrests, it is perhaps more accurate to describe the tools as predicting the behavior of law enforcement.

Another recurring policy issue is the value of a tool being “validated.” But the term “validated” has no standard definition.11 Broadly
speaking, validation assesses the extent to which a tool measures what it is intended to measure, typically court appearance and new
arrest. While some validation processes review a tool for possible race or gender disparities,12 many do not.

Even where tools are validated, designers usually do not disclose critical information about the tools’ design. For example, validation studies
generally do not reveal how various data points have been weighted,13 or how the tool designates certain risk levels as “high,” “medium,”
or “low.” Further, citing privacy or logistical concerns, designers have not made the raw data used to develop the tools available to the
public, largely because the data sets that designers create to build a tool are not themselves subject to public records requests. Finally, the
decision making of tool designers in constructing the assessment is often considered proprietary. These hurdles have thus far prevented any
widespread independent auditing of the tools.

Moreover, a validated tool is not necessarily a highly accurate tool. Like their human creators, they make errors. For example, a recent
study found that the recidivism predictions generated by the COMPAS tool were no more accurate than those of ordinary people recruited
through a crowdsourcing site and provided with short descriptions of arrestees.14 Margins of error are reflected by a tool’s “Area Under the
Curve” or “AUC” statistics. The “AUC” value ranges from .50 to 1.00, with .50 being no better than chance, and with 1.00 meaning perfect
prediction. By current industry standards, a tool with an AUC of .60 to .70 is considered acceptable, and an AUC of 0.7 or higher is
considered good.15 In other words, even the best tools err 30 to 40 percent of the time.

Risk assessment tools also — by design — over-predict risk for several reasons. First, tools typically rely on data collected prior to reform.
Thus, these predictions fail to account for interventions that might reduce risk, such as court date reminders, transportation assistance, or
check-ins with a pretrial services agency. This leads to what some experts refer to as “zombie predictions,”16 which may lead to
unnecessary detention or unnecessarily intrusive release conditions. Further, because the tools are developed on data only from people who
were released, any data points from detained persons who would otherwise have been successful are omitted from the calculus. Finally, the
tools are prone to over-predict risk because pretrial flight and violence are relatively rare.17 These factors gradually skew the universe of
information on which the tool operates toward increased pretrial failure, thus resulting in the over-prediction of risk.



Additionally, tools arguably misrepresent “risks.” Most risk assessment tools report their outputs either in the form of a recommendation to a
judge (i.e., “not recommended for OR release”) or with a seemingly normative label (i.e., “high risk”) without disclosing the actual likelihood
of a given outcome (e.g. “8.5 percent chance of arrest for a violent crime within nine months”18). Given this fact, early evidence on judicial
overrides of tool recommendations warrants concern: judges are much more likely to override a release recommendation than a detention
recommendation.19 This dynamic threatens a one-way ratchet effect where judicial decisions to over-detain influence the tool to
recommend detention more often.20 

False Positives, False Negatives, and Pretrial Constitutional Principles

Applying what we know and do not know about risk assessments, the extent to which they may properly inform a detention decision
amounts to a debate about risk tolerance, or the degree of errors society must accept in releasing an arrestee. Any system of prediction
must wrestle with the errors it will inevitably produce, along with the relative harms those errors will inflict. The most common
endorsements of risk assessments focus on their presumed superiority to the subjective assessments of risk made by judges, a position not
yet supported by research. But this focus on the superiority of risk assessments to judges obscures a critical question: How certain must we
be about a defendant’s risks in order to detain? Depending on the answer, deferring detention decisions to risk assessments could be both a
significant improvement over judges, yet still fundamentally unfair.

A useful frame for assessing the appropriate role of risk assessments in the detention decision is to consider the relative “costliness” of false
negatives versus false positives. In the pretrial context, a false negative is a situation in which a tool forecasts that an individual can be
released successfully, i.e., is “low risk,” yet that individual either does not return to court or commits a violent offense on release. A false
positive, by contrast, refers to situations in which the tool predicts that an individual will either flee or offend, i.e., is “high risk,” but the
individual complies with all legal requirements.

The immediate empirical challenge with comparing these groups is that someone predicted to succeed will likely be released, while a person
predicted to fail will most often be detained. Thus, while the universe of released “false negatives” may be reliably assessed based on their
subsequent conduct, most detained “false positives” will never be detected, as we cannot discern whether they could have been safely
released.

Notwithstanding this limitation — which at least one study has attempted to address21 — the debate between the relative weight of false
positives and false negatives has enormous consequences for pretrial law and policy. Public fears of pretrial crime are a major motivation
behind expansions of preventive detention.22 Judges and law enforcement officials therefore will predictably be more concerned about false
negatives, since they face severe public backlash if they release individuals who commit offenses.23 But these officials rarely pay any
political price when they wrongly detain someone.

Defendants obviously have a different perspective. The prospect that they may be detained due to sharing a risk score with a group deemed
more likely to be deviant seems inherently unfair. Indeed, this is precisely the objection raised against racial profiling. Stereotypes —
whether by people or algorithms — are necessarily overbroad and intentionally blind to the individual. Being wrongly labeled “high risk”
under these circumstances is particularly unsettling since, if detained, these arrestees likely can never prove that they are false positives.

Deciding which of these interests should take precedence is a question neither risk assessments nor their designers can answer. It is a legal
and moral question left to the legal system and society. For defense attorneys representing arrestees who face detention based to any
degree on a tool’s prediction, this raises the critical question of how to contest a label of “risky,” both in court and as a matter of policy.

Guidance on this question must begin with the legal standards governing pretrial release.

The Eighth Amendment, the only constitutional provision that explicitly addresses bail, prohibits “excessive bail.” The Supreme Court
in Stack v. Boyle held that bail is excessive when set higher than what is reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of bail. The Supreme
Court later clarified in Salerno v. United States that the Eighth Amendment does not guarantee a right to bail, i.e., that an individual may be
held without bail under certain circumstances. Nonetheless, for those entitled to release on bail, Stack has generally been interpreted to
guarantee a right to an individualized bail determination.

Overreliance on risk assessments is in direct tension with the Eighth Amendment right against excessive bail. Risk assessments, as
discussed, provide group-based projections, often from a limited number of factors. Defendants may therefore confidently claim an Eighth
Amendment right to introduce evidence that contradicts a risk assessment’s non-individualized recommendation of detention.

The Supreme Court has also recognized that the right to pretrial release is fundamental. As the Court expressed in Salerno, “liberty is the
norm, and detention prior to trial or without trial is the carefully limited exception.” This holding places two additional constraints on the use



of risk assessments to detain. The first is that detention is only authorized if the government identifies a compelling state interest in denying
liberty. It is generally accepted that preventing pretrial flight and violent crime are compelling interests that might justify detention.24 But
there remains an open question of whether the lesser concerns of preventing missed court appearances or minor offenses would ever
qualify as compelling. At a minimum, tools that collapse these risks into aggregate scores arguably fail to establish a sufficient justification
for detention, even for “high risk” arrestees.

The second potential constraint is that after the government identifies a compelling interest, it must demonstrate that pretrial detention is
necessary to achieve that interest. Detention is therefore illegal if a release condition such as pretrial support would serve the government’s
interests. As under the Eighth Amendment, a higher risk score cannot, on its own, justify detention. Courts are instead obligated to examine
whether monetary and nonmonetary release conditions might mitigate whatever risk a tool identifies (assuming the tool identifies a specific
risk).

However, risk assessments are of limited use in identifying these release conditions. The common assumption in pretrial policy is that higher
risk scores warrant more intrusive supervisory requirements. But the tools only forecast the risk that an arrestee may fail pretrial release if
the court does not impose release conditions. Though a higher score might suggest that some sort of intervention is needed, the tools are
incapable of identifying how amenable an individual’s risk might be to any particular release condition.

The final constitutional norm is the presumption of innocence, expressed most famously as the (paraphrased) admonition that it is better to
let 10 guilty defendants go free than to convict one innocent individual.25 The Court has recognized that “[u]nless this right to bail before
trial is preserved, the presumption of innocence, secured only after centuries of struggle, would lose its meaning.”26 But the Court has also
characterized the presumption as merely a burden-shifting device for the prosecution to demonstrate guilt beyond a reasonable doubt at
trial.27 

Even if viewed as a burden-shifting mechanism, the presumption still arguably enforces a moral imperative that the criminal justice system
must minimize the risk of erroneously detaining individuals. Requiring an exacting standard like proof beyond a reasonable doubt at trial
forces the state to assume a greater risk of acquitting a factually guilty person than would more forgiving standards like “clear and
convincing” or “preponderance.” It stands to reason that the state must assume a comparable risk when it attempts to detain an individual,
not based on an offense the individual is accused of already committing, but based on an offense the individual may commit in the future.

Taken together, the right to an individualized bail determination, the fundamental right to pretrial release, and the presumption of
innocence appear to require that pretrial systems treat false positives as costlier than false negatives. At a minimum, they likely impose a
higher degree of risk tolerance than is commonly acknowledged in the pretrial reform debate, which typically focuses on releasing more
defendants on the condition that crime rates remain stable. Release always involves risk, but “that is a calculated risk which the law takes as
the price of our system of justice.”28 

Given the profound liberty interests at stake, the legal and constitutional rights implicated, and the tendency of tools to over-predict and
misrepresent “risk,” serious thought must be given to eliminating or strictly circumscribing the influence of current tools on any detention
decision. Evaluating these tools through a racial justice lens only heightens these concerns.

Proponents of risk assessment herald the tools as “race neutral,” “objective,” and a promising step away from the more opaque and biased
decision-making of judges. However, as illustrated by the 2016 ProPublica article and the ensuing debate about that article,29 there are
multiple ways to define a tool as being “race neutral.”

The ProPublica article “Machine Bias” used data from cases in Broward County, Florida, in which the COMPAS risk assessment tool30 was
used on pretrial arrestees. The authors found that the algorithm “was particularly likely to falsely flag black defendants as future criminals,
wrongly labeling them this way at almost twice the rate as white defendants.” Moreover, COMPAS misclassified white arrestees as lower risk
more often than it did for people of color.

In the vigorous scholarly debate that ensued, commentators focused on the different forms of algorithmic “fairness” by which to evaluate
algorithmic tools. The standard metric is referred to as “predictive parity,” and means that a given risk score (e.g., a “4” on the PSA) is
correlated with the same likelihood of pretrial success (e.g., “83 percent chance of appearing for court”) regardless of race. ProPublica’s
metric of “fairness” is known as the “false positive error rate,” and requires equalizing the rates at which people of different races are falsely
classified as high risk.

No tool can satisfy both types of fairness at once.31 Yet, despite this “fairness” debate, algorithmic experts and designers hold steadfast to
“predictive parity.” The implicit justification for this position is that the higher rate of false positives among African Americans results from
the fact that African Americans commit more offenses, i.e., have a higher “base rate” of offending. While scholars increasingly recommend



limiting the tool’s input data to less biased sources, like arrests for violent offenses rather than for less serious offenses, most maintain that
predictive parity offers a more accurate diagnostic for pretrial systems.

But none of these scholars has attempted to square this position with the Constitution’s arguable concern with false positives in the pretrial
context. And though they may recognize that African Americans’ higher incidence of serious offenses is inextricably linked with their
historical and systemic oppression, none grapple with the implications of that history on allowing African Americans en masse to be labeled
as “riskier” than what they truly are. This analysis is critical to informing the choice of fairness metrics.

Practical Approaches to Pretrial Risk Assessments

Given the tensions discussed earlier, defense counsel has a daunting task in navigating risk assessment scores for individual clients. Above
all else, counsel must understand and effectively communicate that the tools are just that: tools. Even at their best, the tools alone cannot
“fix” pretrial systems; they depend on first establishing a healthy pretrial system, and their use can still potentially undermine reform. With
this context, counsel must be prepared to convince judges to follow a tool’s recommendations for release, while simultaneously assert the
tool’s limitations and biases in forming any part of a decision to release a client with conditions or to detain the client, particularly a client of
color. The discussion below offers approaches to manage this tension.

Building on the observation that risk assessments evaluate group rather than individual risk, their most appropriate application is in making
group-level decisions. A policy approach gaining currency is to use the tools primarily to sort defendants into lower-risk groups that may be
released without a hearing; moderate-risk groups that may be released with a hearing to determine appropriate release conditions; and
higher-risk groups that may be eligible for a hearing where detention is considered. This approach accomplishes the sorting intended by bail
schedules, except risk groups are identified by risk scores rather than access to money.

Critically, this model merely authorizes the state to seek detention for higher risk groups. For defendants with higher risk scores, defense
counsel can emphasize that, according to the tool, these clients are nonetheless overwhelmingly likely to succeed if released. Thus, while
the score may suggest the need for some condition on liberty, it does not necessarily indicate the need for an intrusive condition. To prevail
in the detention hearing, the state must still be required to present specific facts, separate from the offense charged or other information
already accounted for by the tool, demonstrating that the individual cannot be released because no condition could reasonably manage the
risk.

While this approach may mitigate concerns over racial bias by reducing the overall number of people, including people of color, detained
prior to trial, it does not eliminate these concerns. Even the best designed tools will over-recommend white defendants for release, while
disproportionately funneling black defendants into detention hearings. Since a major justification for risk assessments is replacing the biased
decisions of judges, this is a serious concern, as black defendants will still disproportionately face wrongful detention.

Another worthy approach is attacking and altering the entire language around risk reporting. As discussed above, the term “high risk” can
be gravely misleading. For the types of pretrial risk people are likely most concerned about — flight and violence — high risk may not really
be high risk at all from a normative perspective. Accordingly, reformers are increasingly calling to alter how tools report their risk bins, such
as reporting only the probability of success associated with a risk category, rather than the risk category.

Defense counsel need not and must not wait for these reforms in their advocacy. They should instead be prepared to confront judges with
the misleading character of labeling a defendant “high risk.” Especially where the tool collapses risk categories or measures only the risk of
re-arrest for any offense, this confrontation might include asserting that the tool’s risk nomenclature is unduly prejudicial, or even an
encroachment on the right to an individualized bail determination.

Counsel must also be prepared to contest the application of tools to their client’s specific information. Where possible, attorneys should
explain mitigating factors in their client’s case, for example, that several failures to appear were due to unforeseen illness. Noting where
existing criminal legal data systems may have also made errors, for example by not accounting for expungement or dismissal, or simply
including incorrect data points, may help advocates challenge the client’s risk score.

Conclusion

Perhaps the most important insight from the risk assessment debate is that, despite recent enthusiasm for the tools, on their own they
cannot reform pretrial justice systems. And they may critically undermine reform if not used with the utmost care. Unless a jurisdiction
commits to releasing more pretrial arrestees — either by mandating that judges release certain categories of arrestees or by achieving a
culture that nurtures release among prosecutors, defense counsel, and judges — risk assessments will be of little moment. Realization of
this basic fact is critical to the continued success of the bail reform movement.

The authors’ views in this article do not necessarily represent those of the ACLU or its affiliates. 
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